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The TRI Conversion 

Guarantee 

All products are programmed, tested and ready for 
operation prior to delivery.

All conversions are considered complete only after 
merchants are 100% satisfied.

Merchants receive onsite installation and training 
where possible.

After conversion, every merchant is contacted by our 
support team to ensure a smooth transition.

Periodic reviews are available to all merchants 
guaranteeing cost-effective and efficient payment 
processing.

Call (888) 494-9988 for details or visit 
www.transactionresources.com
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Call (888) 494-9988 for details or visit 
www.transactionresources.com

Your business is unique.  So why settle for a 

“one-size-fits-all” payment processing system?  

At TRI we focus on your needs.  Combining the 

latest technology with our comprehensive payment 

industry expertise, we’ll recommend a total 

processing solution that fits your business.  

Let TRI create a system that will maximize savings 

and efficiency.

We back up our commitment to service with the 

TRI Conversion Guarantee™, the only conversion 

guarantee in the industry .  Beyond the hardware 

and software, we’re with you each step of the way.

TRI promises the appropriate processing solution, 

seamless implementation, informative reports, and 

24/7 support.  Our onsite training and reviews help 

you effectively manage your credit card 

interchange expense and control costs.

Beyond Each Transaction

The latest generation of processing hardware and 

software from leading terminal manufacturers 

and software providers supporting dial-up and IP 

communications

Easy-to-understand reports to balance 

daily sales

POS interfaces that connect directly to cash 

registers for quicker and more accurate 

processing via dial-up and IP communications

Innovative complementary products such as gift 

cards and loyalty cards to boost sales and 

strengthen customer relationships

Web-based reporting to view 
transactions and settled batches for easy
reconciliation 

 

Responsive, local customer service

Passionate Service. Innovative Solutions. Competitive Rates. 

Transaction Resources, Inc., doing business as TRI
is a registered ISO/MSP of Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.,
Walnut Creek, CA
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